| Latimore Named To All-Tournament |

Roger Williams College's Jerry Latimore was voted to the Tournament team at the 6th Annual Paul Banyon Classic held last November 5-6 in Bangor, Maine. Latimore, the 6'7" forward from Greenville, South Carolina scored 44 points in the two games and gathered 38 rebounds. Latimore who also holds all American honors is averaging 17 points per game. He is also outstanding on the backboards with an average of 15.8 rebounds. The Hawk co-captain is an essential part of the tournament.

Another Laurel For Latimore

Roger Williams College's Jerry Latimore was voted to the Tournament team at the 6th Annual Paul Banyon Classic held last November 5-6 in Bangor, Maine. Latimore, the 6'7" forward from Greenville, South Carolina scored 44 points in the two games and gathered 38 rebounds. Latimore who also holds all American honors is averaging 17 points per game. He is also outstanding on the backboards with an average of 15.8 rebounds. The Hawk co-captain is an essential part of the tournament.

**Hawks Burry Curry**

The Roger Williams College Hawks rostered over Curry College of Milton, Mass. in a 114-67 contest. The Hawks quinet of Latimore, Abbott, Lang, Monte-calvo, and Pric e executed an outstanding offense in the first half of the game. Curry College was plagued by personal fouls from the start of the game. By 12:34 Curry had acquired six team fouls and were forced to play an extremely cautious defense. The last part of the Hawks broke the game open as they acquired a 37-20 lead at the ten minute mark. An outstanding defensive performance by the Hawks defense checked the game. Curry quintet from scoring over a four minute period as they extended their lead to 46-20 at the six minute mark. The Hawks returned to the half with a 50-33 margin. The Hawks opened the second half with their original starting lineups started changing frequently and successfully, but the quintet was inter­ted with alternates. Five cages scored in double figures lead by Latimore, and Abbott who both tallied 19 points each. Defense was lead by Latimore who hauled down 19 rebounds from the boards.

An overall team effort pleas­antly resulted in an impressive 114-67 victory.

**Della Selvo Sacrifices Queen, Suesman Chess Team Smashes Woonskett: Wins Second In Tournament**

The Roger Williams College chess team won second place in the Rhode Island Chess Association Weekend All-Team Tour­nament, and then went on to trouble Woonskett Chess Club in a match last week.

The events marked a most successful start for them in its first season of RICA com­petition.

The team tournament evolved into a bitterly contested race for first between Roger Williams and the veteran Gambit Chess Club of Providence. When the smoke cleared after the final round, the two batttered teams emerged with even scores. The Gambits, however, were declared the winners through the contro­versial match point tie-breaking system.

But a moral victory was earned for RWC. James Della Selvo, playing first board for the school defeated chess expert and two-time New England champ­ion Walter Suehman in a thrilling key game. During the game Della Selvo, in serious time trouble, broke the back of Sues­man's dangerous-looking king side attack, and began a pawn­roiler of his own. As Black's pawns powerfully approached the eighth rank, Suehman turned down his king in resignation with only seven seconds left on the clock.

A few days later, the RWC chess team walked away with a victory against Woonskett Chess Club. The center of atten­tion again went to Della Selvo, who caused worried looks from his teammates by "sacking" his queen in a crucial position. He went on, however, to demonstrate his control of the situation by delivering the opposition a dem­oly. RICA TEAM TOURNAMENT RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMCC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWCC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Selino Excels In Net**

Pucksters Winning Streak Snapped; Selino Exceeds In Net

by Ray Maker

Roger Williams College Hockey Team loses its first game of the year to the University of Con­necticut Freshmen, last Wednesday night, by a score of seven to three. The hockey game was a quick skating match and marked by hard checking on the part of both teams. (Due to the fact that the coach of the UConn team did not give out a line up sheet, we do not have any UConn team members names.) Bill Selino the Hawks goalie played a brilliant game, as he kicked out 45 of the 50 shots taken on goal in the game. Roger Williams managed only 27 shots against the UConn goalie who also played well. Some of the Roger Williams shots were not very testing.

The game opened with quick hard skating on the part of both teams. The Hawks scored first at the eleventh minute mark of the first period. And again at the 15:18 mark of the period on a power play with Rich Nye in the box. The Hawks came back at 16:54 of the period, on a goal score by John Fiore assisted by Giuliano and Steve Horton. John's goal went through the UConn goalie. But a few of the Hawks shots on goal that period. Roger Williams managed to take only 27 shots on the UConn goalie. The UConn goalie was Ray Maker.

Bill Selino played a tremendous game kicking out 43 shots on goal, while Roger Williams took only 27 shots on the UConn goalie. Coach Reali said: "It was a good thing Bill was on tonight, else the score might have been alot higher than it was." There is still alot of credit that the young UConn team should give for their fine play, and shotting ability.

**WEATHER REPORT**

or CAPTAIN PAYSON'S PROGNOSIS

After this snowy weekend, weather should be fair until Christmas.

---

**FAMOUS...**

**FLAVOR CRISP**

**FRIED CHICKEN**

DELIVERED TO YOUR DORM $10. MIN. ORDER $2 DELIVERY CHARGE LAST ORDER TAKEN AT 10:00 P.M. NIGHTLY

Call 846-8877

---

**DE FELICE Florist**

271 Wood St.
Bristol, R. I.
Tel. 253-8500

**SUNSET BAKERY**

Hope Street
Bristol
Call 253-6607
Poetess Poeting Tonight!
Roger Williams College will present the fourth of the college’s 1970-71 Creative Writers Series, Poet Phyllis Thompson at 8 p.m. December 14 in the Rec Room. The public is cordially invited.
Miss Thompson is the author of "Artichoke and Other Poems."

Drug Lecture
BRISTOL TONITE! DECEMBER 14
"Freaking up, hooking and out."
LECTURE HALL 1 WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 15
"Bring It All Back Home"
COMMON LOUNGE DORM
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Mental Health of College Students

One of the serious problems in college and university life today is the lack of attention to the personality needs of the students. Suicide is the second most common cause of death on the campus, topped only by automobile accidents; but those who have studied the subject believe that half of the latter are "concealed suicides"; thus suicide actually leads the list. Dr. Howard A. Bunk of the New York University Medical Center collected estimates for each year that there will threaten suicide, have emotional problems for each student as possible who have felt so desperate as to threaten suicide actually calculates that among six suicide actually calculates that among six suicides, nearly a hundred have died, and that there will be one, 1,000 actual deaths resulting. Beyond this, he calculates that among six million students, "some 600,000 have emotional problems for which they need professional assistance." The National Institute of Mental Health finds that "the factor of human isolation and withdrawal" appears to be critical, and that the colleges recognize the serious problem created by those "loners" and are trying to provide help but admit (in hundreds of letters to us from dozens) that they do not have adequate facilities.

This waste of some of the nation's most promising young people is intolerable. Since for every actual death, nearly a hundred have felt so desperate as to threaten suicide.

### R.I. and the Population Explosion:

#### Family Planning People To Speak

On Wednesday, December 16, at 3:30 p.m. in lecture hall No. 1, Mrs. Sally McGevery, Health Educator for Family Planning of Rhode Island will present a short film and discussion of family planning in Rhode Island.

One of the primary objectives of the population explosion is being funded by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to provide family services and supplies to all men and women of Rhode Island who are in need and desire these services regarding population control.

There are no fees for services or supplies that include such things as pap, smear, pregnancy tests, premarital counseling and education, and birth control methods all of which will be discussed at the presentation on Wednesday.

### Letters For Prisoners

#### Will You Help?

In North Vietnam, there are growing numbers of war being treated like caged animals. The terms of the Geneva Convention are broken all too often. The women in prison camps are filthy, prisoners do not receive medical care or adequate food, and various other injustices. There is an organization called the National League of Families of American Prisoners in Southeast Asia. Membership in this league is open to the families of American servicemen who are prisoners or missing in action and believed to be prisoners in Southeast Asia. The concern of the league isn't whether or not we remain in Vietnam, but that the POW's receive humane treatment as outlined in the Geneva Convention.

A way to accomplish these objectives is by writing letters, putting as much pressure on Hanoi as possible. You can help by either cutting out, signing, and mailing the below letter, or by writing directly to the above. Postage is merely 20c and the letters should be addressed to:

Minister Xuan Thinh
Paris Peace Talks
France

Write - your help is desperately needed!

### Activities Calendar

#### The Week of December 14

- 8:00 p.m. - Drugs: Some Do Them Good; Some Do Them Bad, Part 3 "Mind and Body" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 8:30 p.m. - Handy town, the Bristol Chamber Players, in the Library.
- Tuesday, December 15: 6:00 p.m. - "Once Upon A Future King," by J. C. Daldenberg, CL 37.
- 8:00 p.m. - Creative Writers Series, Poetry reading by Phyllis Thompson, Lecture Hall No. 2.

#### Wednesday, December 16

- 2:30 p.m. - Film, Short, the Piano Player, by Francis Traf- faut (France, 1960) Lecture Hall No. 1.
- 7:00 p.m. - Movies: Drugs: Some Do Them Good; Some Do Them Bad, Part 4, "Being It All Right Here," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 7:00 p.m. - Movies: Drugs: Some Do Them Good; Some Do Them Bad, Part 4, "Being It All Right Here," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 7:00 p.m. - "A Night to Remember," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 8:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 8:30 p.m. - "A Night to Remember," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 9:00 p.m. - Movies: Drugs: Some Do Them Good; Some Do Them Bad, Part 4, "Being It All Right Here," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 10:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)

#### Thursday, December 17

- 8:00 p.m. - "Some Do Them Bad, Part 4, "Being It All Right Here," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 8:30 p.m. - "A Night to Remember," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 9:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 10:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)

#### Friday, December 18

- 2:00 p.m. - "A Night to Remember," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 7:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 8:00 p.m. - "Some Do Them Bad, Part 4, "Being It All Right Here," (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 9:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)
- 10:00 p.m. - "1960" (New Hampshire College at Bristol High School)

### The Groove Tube

The "Groove Tube" finally made it to campus on Wednesday, December 9, after a day's delay due to getting "hung-up" in a snowstorm. But after seeing the full hour and 10 minutes of it on the closed-circuit library screen, many students say that it was well worth the slight delay.

The "Groove Tube" was received enthusiastically by all students who attended it. And judging from its 1 p.m. showing, quite a few students saw it. Enough so that a 2:30 p.m. showing was scheduled to take place for the overlapping crowd in the library at 1 o'clock. The showing proved to be a hilarious, funny production, proving that movie theater showings do not necessarily have to hold a monopoly on screen entertainment outside of the home.

For those interested in TV production touring around which are similar in format to the "Groove Tube," I feel safe in saying that they would be welcomed on our campus by the Bristol students.
THUMBS DOWN!

The Department of Transportation and State officials are clamping down on hitch-hiking on state highways in the interest of both the safety of the hitch-hikers and the motorists.

Installation of "No Hitch-hiking" signs in the vicinity of exit ramps along Interstate 95 and 195 has been completed. Forty such signs have been placed both on the north and south bound lanes of I-95 from the Connecticut line to the Massachusetts border and six signs on I-95 from I-95 in Providence to the Massachusetts line in East Providence.

Under the Motor Vehicle Code of Rhode Island, hitchhiking on any freeway or on the traveled portion of any other public highway is a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine of not more than fifteen dollars.

As you undoubtedly realize, hitchhiking has caused an untold number of accidents throughout the country as a result of cars stopping suddenly to pick up persons walking on the highways. These accidents have resulted in the loss of many lives and many serious injuries. I, therefore, am urging all of our citizens to comply with the law for their own safety and the safety of others.

Francis J. Fazzino

"BUY YOUR BOOZE AT NUNES" 361 Hope St., Bristol Phone: 253-7107

Buffington's Pharmacy
For Health & Beauty Needs
Discount with RWC ID Card
438 Hope St. 55-6555 Bristol

Every student should read this message on Estate Building

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE* IS IMPORTANT TO THE COLLEGE STUDENT

You can begin now to build an estate, provide protection and security for yourself and your future family, and save for financial emergencies and opportunities. You can do this through insurance at the lowest rates because as a college student, you are young, in excellent health, and will statistically lead a longer, more financially rewarding life. Give yourself the benefits of a talk with your American General campus representative.

*C.P.—College Insurance Plan Deferred Payment Plan Available to All Seniors!

American General
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HOUSTON • TEXAS

Call these Campus Representatives today
TIM MALONEY — 635-4861
JIM HEALEY at Quill Office — 255-2146

CHRISTMAS SALE
BOOKSTORE
PROVIDENCE • BRISTOL

T-Shirts • Jackets • Greeting Cards • Posters etc. etc. etc.

December 14th through 18th

THE QULL
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committing crimes of smaller magnitudes, as assault, and also the more serious offenders, as murderers.

I must say that I was very impressed with the condition in which I found the Medium-Minimum Security Building. However, I was most impressed with a special unit called "The Wing of Hope." It's primary purpose was to aid those inmates committed because of drugs, or a crime in which addiction was a factor. Out of the group that attended "the House" in Medium Security, 15 inmates, representing a total of 165 years sentencing time were selected for transfer to Medium-Minimum Security in order that they might "live the CONCEPT." The concept offers opportunities for individual inmates in a group situation to develop the facility to talk about their own observations of themselves, and how they feel regarding their relationship with others; to allow members of the group to learn about the effects of their personal societies upon others. I would like to point out that these inmates hold an unusual amount of trust with the prison officials, although they are still behind bars, but left unguarded.

When I walked into "The Wing of Hope," I was approach ed by two inmates, one a short, wavy-haired man, the other a tall Black. They came to me and introduced themselves, asked me how I was, and what I thought of "The Wing of Hope." I told them I was fine, but a little scared! I told them I was quite impressed with the Wing, and also with the concept it offered. Afterwards, I was asked to sign the Visitors' Ledger, and did so. Two of the inmates I was referring to above, presently has a case in the Supreme Court of the State of Rhode Island. His name is Joseph Morris, and I hope to see him again so that he may help me with my report.

Probably the most unfortunate thing about "The Wing of Hope"

is that more inmates don't get involved in it. There are approximately 25 inmates involved now, out of a total of 356 inmates in the Medium Building, and 125 in the Medium-Minimum Building.

At this point, I would like to point out that Rhode Island has a recidivist rate of about 80%, nearly the highest in the nation. Why? That is what I am trying to determine. I do not do by first finding out what the overall situation is inside and outside the walls.

This brings me into the first category I will be discussing in my report; Personnel Problems and Needs. What the prison needs, to put it shortly, is more correctional officers. But even more so, and perhaps the greatest need of the prison, is the education these officers have.

There is no doubt about the shortage of personnel at the state. Right now, nearly half of the vacancies are filled by part-time employees. In other words, Mr. Foley is predicting that the G.E.D., that psychological exams be given to all inmates, many of the state's policies and regulations are out of date . . . policies regarding inmate privileges, clothing and possessions are unduly permissive.

The former Director of U.S. Prisons continues, "Greater levels and certain grants have been allowed by higher echelons to dictate that policies are not within their area of competence or responsibility . . . That has been the situation at the A.C.I. relating to the promotion and discipline of employees, the use of facilities in the development and implementation of correctional and rehabilitation projects."

"Open leadership" is still going on today, and one of the things I want to aim at is, "Who is this higher echelon that doesn't know what is really going on inside the walls?"

At very very well put by Deputy Foley, "We shouldn't concern ourselves with politics. If we are, it should be the highest echelon, Governor John Dempsey of Connecticut was not re-elected," where he looks bad to other institutions, and says, "I don't want anything I can do."

So here I am presenting a very shortened essay of what my study is about. Upon completion, final reports will be presented to the Providence Journal, who has been very helpful, the R.I. State Legislature, the U.S. Department of Justice, and of course, R.W.C.G.

TYPING
pickup and delivery 50¢ per page
Brick City
CE 293-519

END YOUR LAUNDRY PROBLEMS
Just drop it off — we’ll do the rest. Your laundry will be washed, dried, folded, ironed, for a service charge of 50 cents for each machine load (14 pounds) Also offer professional dry cleaning - 8 pounds for $2.50 little or no pressing needed.

NORGE VILLAGE
29 Railroad Ave., Warren behind the Post Office
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A proposal is in the making for a drug information center here on campus. According to Mrs. London, the drug program will receive help from the Providence drug center. If fulfilled, the center will go into effect next semester.

The center will be situated in a room in the dorm. Those who attend any of these programs will find an honest, meaningful, educational experience. The opportunity will be there for you to make it what you'd like, or need to be. PLEASE DO.

Home Free
by Richard Moses

What on earth was going on in the English course that I was taking? It didn't seem to matter, the packed house was having so much fun. They all laughed and were the warmer audience at this school; they laughed in all the right places and even in some strange ones. The play was "Home Free," a farcical two-act play, by Lawrence B. Cohen. "I'm not to life and the best of the minds of the college couldn't figure out what in the world was going on," said one audience member, puzzled - that's the truth. (crum­ berr!)

Seth Whitty, allowing the fact that he never saw the play until five days before, was a fine Lawrence Cohen impresario and stick­ ering his way through a contin­ ual childhood, filled with music boxes, ferris wheels, surprise packages and tribal fears of "go­ ing out." It was a difficult role for a strong man of child and adult with first one then the other coming to the surface, and both was convincing, carrying us into and through his bizarre world. The same must be said for Miss Cohen as JOANNA, the preg­ nant sister. Her burdens were both dramatic and physical as she pigeon-fooled her way around the oversized props, hop­ ping, rolling and successfully convincing us that her marvelous mixture of wife, sister, incestuous and troubled adult was somehow real and sympa­ thetic. This was perhaps the most mature play I've seen here and great credit goes to the ac­ tors for their penetration of the roles.

Mr. Henderson directed a beautifully timed and smooth performance and his job was per­ haps equally difficult with long monologues and tricky blocking to contend with as well as the necessity of seeing nearly to the last line of the twenty page script.

What about that script? Real­ ly so energetic. Let's take a swing around it. Here we have two children (the average Ameri­ can family, who look like themselves in their playroom (away from external world) and live their lives lived in fantasy and games. She is constantly pregnant, plays with blocks, and conjectures about our drug culture. The programs' discus­ sion leaders have been carefully selected on the basis of their professional authority in the field. Perhaps, equally as important, they have been highly recommended by other Rhode Island college students as "...honest, enlightening, and objective" about the drug issues.

Home Free
by loranged Wilson

The three sisters, Alana, Karen, and Linda, write the constant book, dis­ cussing (inviting?) interruption, teaching the children (insulating themselves) to the way of things. The two of them building the constant dream of "someday" - a ferris wheel that needs just one more seat (a retirement af­ ter just five more years?). Looks in all the doors of perception and reality until the day when life hits them. The fear of confront­ ation and one discovers that fantasies cannot sustain that type of boredom of in­ cept, always there in the play, a brother with a sister? Why not? Locked away from the real things, forced closer and closer by a self-made prison any two people become more alike than any two siblings. Incest! Of course!

An audience member, puzzled said to another: "What was it about? I don't understand it." At first I laughed, but then I stopped laughing. He was answered, "You understand it."

Splendid theatre, admirably presented. After nearly a year of Roger Williams theatre produc­ tions I am still incredulous at the quality and quantity of dramas here. We are indeed for­ tune.

Regulation

The Dorm Government has been faced with the problem of providing themselves with a bud­ get for next year. They have succeeded in securing $465.00 from the student senate for the end of this year, but next year they must have their own working budget.

AL STEIN came before the Dorm Government to make four proposals. The first being that resident students pay an extra $5.00 per semester. Supposing that there are 600 dorm stu­ dents, there would be $3000.00 for dorm use. Secondly we could apply a resident fee of $5.50 for the year totaling $1300.00. Third, we could petition Student Senate for $2,000.00. The problem then is that all functions offered by the Dorm Government will have to be open to all students. There could be no functions strictly for dorm students. The fourth pro­ posal would be to take the $2,500 from the resident students ex­ isting activities fee. The prob­ lem will have to be solved with­ in the next academic semester.

Also anyone interested in working with this program should contact either Mr. or Mrs. Legion in Room 19 of the ad­ ministrative building or the res­ idence hall. Also, volunteers should notify Carol Rushton, As­ sociate Dean of Students.

Dorm Government
by Susan Harlow

The Dorm Government has been faced with the problem of providing themselves with a bud­ get for next year. They have succeeded in securing $465.00 from the student senate for the end of this year, but next year they must have their own working budget.

AL STEIN came before the Dorm Government to make four proposals. The first being that resident students pay an extra $5.00 per semester. Supposing that there are 600 dorm stu­ dents, there would be $3000.00 for dorm use. Secondly we could apply a resident fee of $5.50 for the year totaling $1300.00. Third, we could petition Student Senate for $2,000.00. The problem then is that all functions offered by the Dorm Government will have to be open to all students. There could be no functions strictly for dorm students. The fourth pro­ posal would be to take the $2,500 from the resident students ex­ isting activities fee. The prob­

BEAT The high cost of being WELL READ
A PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
5 thru 22 DEC.
10% OFF PAPERBACKS
20% OFF HARDBACKS

THE BOOK STORE
676 HOPE ST., BRISTOL, R.I.
Academic Values & Mass Education

Pressure on colleges and universities to enroll increasing numbers of undergraduates has far outrun the ability of most of these institutions to recruit and train faculty members who can respond in any way to the growing need for a University of Michigan academic experience.

This dilemma is one of many problems examined in the new book "Classical Values and Mass Education" by Jules Feiffer, Trinity Square Bookstores, Providence, R.I.

The book will be available at the Providence Forum Program on Jan. 25. The forum opens at 8 p.m., tickets $2.50.

The evening was, after all, classical higher education generally - is whether faculty resourcefulness can be renewed to cope with the issues raised by increased student participation and by the entry of greater numbers of black students and when the old problems of education are far from being understood, let alone resolved.

With both plays playing very successful runs, Trinity Square is proud to present the Shakespeare classic, THE TAMING OF THE SHREW, with Marathon Repertory Company to play the role of Katharine. Miss Mercer recently performed in the Moonlight Theatre production of HAVERFORD with Shirley Booth and is well known to regional theatre audiences as well.

For information regarding tickets, prices or seating rates, write to Trinity Square Repertory Company, 87 Weybosset St., Providence, R.I. or call 351-6422.

The contemporary black comedy plays through December 26.

Review

(Continued from Page 1)

couldn’t have felt free to be Medieval and just shout out, "Speak up knave, or leave the stage!!" or "You swallowed that one last - let’s have it again!!"

Well, I’ve even read that Americans lay far too much stress on our plastic pottiness.

It was a night for white, though; there was that stirring robe of Mr. Le Blanc’s and then there were the LAMBs, the surest stage stelier you ever saw. It was young Gregory Louden (age 5) beneath that fleece and whether he was being heisted by a hungry SHEEPHERD, smothered by a mother (GILL) desperately pretending the LAMB was her child, or gently warrying away a small cloud of hog dust, with a delicate lamb-like countenance, he never missed a line (“Baa-a-a-a-a-a”) or a cue. Talk about method acting; when he startled offstage near me I followed him with my eyes and suddenly he looked right at me, all white fur and two little eyes, wide eyes, not of Mr. Louden but of die-in-the-wool LAMBs! Just a bit frightened, but not a little defiant, too.

Did the music of the denke Case who, as the MINSTREL, demonstrated a fine touch with a cornet and a male voice like a tenor recorder and lute. And the voices and delivery of the American Minstrel, particularly as Joseph, as first KING, and Ron Levasseur as the THIRD KING, were appreciated, ’f’r sure, by all.

The evening was, after all, pleasant, and the experiment a noble and largely successful one. Mr. Mahoney’s RIHEUD had a line - which we heeded to the tips of our curriers, "Now, this was a novel idea!" How I wish it had been more universally true that night.

Paperbacks

DEC. 14 - Rainy Night - 8 p.m., $4.50, $5.50, $6.50, $7.50. Mail orders promptly filled. Phone 1-617-677-9357.

SHEET MUSIC

GIFTS OF JOY AND SOUND FOR CHRISTMAS STATIONERY AND THINGIE PUZZLES SILENT BATS - CIGARETTES - L.P.’S & SINGLES

OPEN NOON-8:00 P.M.